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The Society is: 
Associate Member of Action in Rural Sussex 

Affiliate Member of the CPRE 
Associate Member of the Sussex Wildlife Trust 

Associate Member of the Woodland Trust 
 

Committee 
CHAIRMAN        Toni Whewell 
SECRETARY                         Leycester Whewell 
TREASURER                            Peter Brooke 
NEWSLETTER EDITOR                    Chris Pellett 
EVENTS SECRETARY                 Toni Whewell 
WEBSITE & IT                Leycester Whewell 
MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY            Jenny Pellett 

 
 
Additionally, we thank Linda Allsop, Kate Richardson, Fred Carter, John 
Deane, Jane Seabrook, as well as many others who all assist with different 
aspects when needed  

The Society aims to promote the preservation of the amenities of the 
village and its surrounding area, its heritage, historic buildings and 
footpaths. The Society issues seasonal newsletters and there are monthly 
guided walks  

Website address: 

www.easthoathlypreservation.org.uk 

 

Email:  

ehdps@hotmail.co.uk 

 
 

http://www.easthoathlypreservation.org.uk/
mailto:ehdps@hotmail.co.uk
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CHAIRMAN’S REPORT - Toni 

Hello members, 

 
Toni   

 

Greetings and hopefully by now spring has sprung and the cold, wet and 
snowy weather is a distant memory! 

 

The walks started off with a real splash, so Leycester and I opted to stay in 
the dry after a very nice pub lunch. Only the hardened walkers ventured 
forth from the Blackboys Inn.  Since then we have enjoyed some lovely fine 
days and long may these continue. Chris and Jenny do us proud with both 
sourcing and checking areas of interest and are very welcoming to all who 
venture forth, so please put the dates in your diary. 

Hope you enjoyed our first meeting of 2018.  Michael Blencowe was, as 
always, both informative and entertaining. I shall certainly think about the 
limitations of tinned cat food if one is hoping to encourage night visitors 
onto your land. Not surprisingly, it worked wonders for the cat population, 
which was not the desired outcome! It certainly made you think about 

http://www.bluebell-railway.co.uk/
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setting up a camera to see who visits one’s garden at night. The recent 
coverage of snow gave me a real insight into the amount of activity and the 
variety of animals that transcend our garden. We shall need to investigate 
further. 

Then we had a “spot of culture” with Michael and Dorothy Withers both 
displaying and playing an impressive array of Medieval and Renaissance 
Musical Instruments. This attracted some new members who appreciated 
the musical repertoire, although I did explain that we may have wandered 
outside our usual comfort zone so couldn’t promise to follow through in a 
similar vein! Thanks to Linda for stepping in and doing the write up in 
Leycester’s absence. 

As always, an eclectic mix of speakers. Next on the programme is Richard 
Howes talking about the Argos Hill Windmill, in which he has had a lifelong 
interest since visiting at the tender age of two. Our Sunday summer outing 
is to this very windmill but I am still awaiting potential dates with the Trust. 
Apologies for this delay. 

 

The AGM on the 8th June has, as usual, the briefest of business matters, 
after which we have secured the services of a new caterer as Denise is sadly 
unable to join us. I’d like to introduce Elaine, who has nearly 30 years’ 
experience in the catering and hospitality environment.  She has recently 
launched her own event catering company, "Ellie's little kitchen", for which 
she has been awarded a top score of 5 hygiene rating from the Food 
Standards Agency. The booking form is enclosed and I am sure you will be 
impressed with the menu offered and the complimentary tea and coffee to 
round off the meal (NB Bring your own Alcohol). As always, we have tried 
to keep the costs affordable to all and the price is the same as last year. 

 

I look forward to seeing you all soon, 

 

Best wishes, 

Toni  
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TREASURER’S REPORT – Peter Brooke 
 

We have had a good start the year 
with subscriptions being paid and 
quite a few visitors to the meetings 
so far. Speaker fees have as 
predicted risen and I expect an 
increase in insurance premiums. We 
have had to change the hosting 
arrangements for our website but 
no significant costs increases for 
web site maintenance are expected. The forecast for the year end is 
positive.  
 
Last year’s figures are being finalised and show a surplus and together with 
our start to the year we should be able to avoid subscription increases in 
2019. 

 

MEMBERSHIP – Jenny Pellett 
 

We are pleased to welcome new members Robin, Josephine, Gill, Pauline 
and Anthony and the vast majority of regulars have already renewed. If you 
have not yet had the opportunity to, but would like to renew your 
membership, you will see that the renewal form at the end of the 
newsletter includes our bank details so the subscription can be paid by 
telephone or internet banking as well as the old fashioned ways of cash or 
cheque. 
Currently the membership stands at 75 
 
Jenny Pellett   Membership Secretary 

 
 

Cheques payable to: EH&DPS c/o Jenny Pellett, 
2 Prices Cottages, Whitesmith, Lewes BN8 6JD  

Peter 

Jenny 
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PAST MEETINGS – MORE POND LIFE  
 

 
 

So Spring time is upon us. The sun is shining, the daffodils are blooming. 
The nature is alive. So who wants a chance to win our little spring starter? 

 
So to enter.  

Click on this link to Pete the Pond’s Facebook page.  
Like the Giveaway post. 

Like the Pond page.  
And comment on how you know about Pete. 

 
As always sharing is caring. But you don't have to. 

 
Competition closes on 29th April at 9pm Winner will be announced on 

30th April at 12pm 
 

Good luck 🐸 
Please note this is Pete the Ponds competition, with no connection to 

the Preservation Society, except that we like him!  
 

I know there was a write up on his talk in the last newsletter but Linda kindly 
took notes in Leycester’s absence on the evening and I totally forgot. 
Reflecting the enjoyment of the evening I’m sure you will be pleased to read 
them now, and to Linda I apologise: 
 

THE IMPORTANCE OF WILDLIFE PONDS IN OUR ENVIRONMENT 
- Pete the Pond 

iframe%20src=%22https:/www.facebook.com/plugins/post.php?href=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2Fpetethepond%2Fposts%2F1276137892519256&width=500%22%20width=%22500%22%20height=%22664%22%20style=%22border:none;overflow:hidden%22%20scrolling=%22no%22%20frameborder=%220%22%20allowTransparency=%22true%22%3e%3c/iframe
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PETE THE POND was introduced to us as our speaker and with his infectious 
enthusiastic passion for his subject we were transported into the 
mysterious world of ponds.   Ponds he said, have been around for millions 
of years and have supported many prehistoric organisms like stromatolite 
that produced oxygen and so began life on earth.  Among the earliest of 
creatures to inhabit ponds were frogs and dragonflies and they are still with 
us.   Dragonflies with a wingspan of over a metre and immerging, in an ugly 
form, from dark dank ponds only to dry their wings and fly away, may have 
given rise to the myth of flying dragons.  There are several types of ponds 
all over the planet and all giving supporting life in various forms.   All wildlife 
drink from them including bees and bats and ponds also support a great 
diversity of flora and are home to some of our rarest creatures.   Some 
plants in ponds are so rare that you even need permission to photograph 
them, and the full weight of the law protects the rarest of creatures and 
their habitats.   Our common toad, not so common now, lives for many years 
but may take some time for the urge to breed to arrive, but when it does 
the male will make its way to the pond in which it was spawned.   On arriving 
the poor toad often finds a housing estate has sprung up and its precious 
pond is no more.    Having lost its environment it rarely goes on to find a 
replacement, more often than not it strays no further and just dies. 
Ponds still have secrets for us to find including natural substances excreted 
from the smaller forms of pond life that are proving an exciting find for 
those scientists looking to help our health professionals who in turn look 
after us.    Pete concluded his talk with a display of pond weed, most are 
edible he said and proceeded to tuck into some and invited others to do the 

same……not many obliged.  Pete the pond is a 
unique professional, his qualifications and 
experience are outstanding and his 
enthusiasm shone through his two hour talk.    
His lasting message was “look after ponds and 
all wild life, for everything has a place on this 
planet and we need to act so that our 
grandchildren can see and experience them 
and in turn wildlife will look after our human 
future”  Linda 
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PAST MEETINGS – THE NOCTURNAL WORLD OF SUSSEX 
 

Something in the night, the nocturnal world of Sussex 

Presented by Michael Blencowe Fri 9th February 2018 

Michael’s talk was just what everyone needed to cheer up a winter’s 
evening. A near full capacity audience was treated to a mixture of serious 
information, personal observations and anecdotes, delivered in an easy 
going style, with a touch of self-deprecation, that was a pleasure to listen 
to. Recordings and pictures of many of the creatures mentioned were 
played and shown. 

Like so many personal interests, it all happened quite by accident. So in 
2014 when Michael began to suffer from insomnia he decided to go out and 
drive around the countryside. Stopping off at various locations on the way 
he began to see and hear things that he had never really considered before. 
There were green sandpiper birds flying over with their high pitch chirps. 

Redwing thrushes were on their nocturnal migration, flying by night in the 
cooler air enables them to travel faster as well as avoiding predators. Light 
pollution from towns has proved detrimental as it now enables peregrine 
falcons to hunt them. 

The next development was for Michael to install a trail camera in various 
locations and see what passed by. Initial tests in a domestic environment 
yielded many cats on the prowl! Setting it further away in the woodlands 
around Barcombe revealed Roe deer (only ones native to Sussex), Fallow 
deer (introduced by the Romans) and foxes.   

Further out on the coast he was able to use other equipment to record the 
sounds of birds such as: 

the stone curlew, whose numbers had dropped drastically from about 60 
pairs pre-war to 1 pair in the early 80s; the nightingale, whose numbers 
have declined 90% from 1967 to 2007; the bittern; the sedge warbler & the 
nightjar. 
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Michael Blencowe    

 
The nocturnal amblings weren’t just limited to the UK. Holidays abroad 
featured the Arden dormouse, Cantabrian brown bear in Spain (whose 
droppings were easy to find but the animals themselves were very elusive) 
and the armadillo in the US. Michael was spotted picking up an armadillo by 
a policeman and immediately warned to put it down as they can transmit 
leprosy. It may not have been Sussex, but it was certainly fun to see! 
 

Now we won’t go outdoors at night without considering who else is out 
there with us. 

Leycester Whewell, EHaDPS secretary, 12 Mar 
2018 

 
 
 
 
 
 
  Leycester 

https://sussexwildlifetrust.org.uk/news/category/michael-blencowe
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PAST MEETINGS- MEDIEVAL & RENAISSANCE MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS   
 
THE SPEAKER  MICHAEL WITHERS   ACCOMPANIED BY HIS WIFE DOROTHY 
 
East Hoathly Village Hall was filled with the sounds and occasional sights of 
Medieval England.   On the table was an array of instruments, just a small 
sample of their collection, looking more like twisted tubes rather than items 
producing music.   A picture appeared on the screen showing 40,000 year 
old long bones with holes, telling us just how far back our ancestors had 
been interested in making sounds.   While Dorothy played drums, Michael 
played a bamboo flute giving us a sound that may have been produced from 
early ‘bone flutes’.   Instruments evolved and from the early wind (blown 
instruments) to string or plucked instruments.  Michael played ‘Edi beo thu 
Heven’ on a Rebec while Dorothy sang in old English.    
 
Fiddles were popular, later becoming violins. Two fiddles were found on the 
Mary Rose.   Strange names now to us now, PIBGORN, CRUMHORN, HOGS 
HEAD SALTARIE,  SHAWM,CORNEMUSEN, but all would have been known 
to King Henry V111.   Henry did not write Greensleves but he did write Past 
Tyme  with Good Company.  And we heard that very tune as again Michael 
played while Dorothy sang.    
 
We were introduced to Duct Flutes, one of which most of us have come 
across at school, that being the recorder.  On the screen came a music script 
from 1390, bearing no resemblance of what we see today.  But Michael 
could read it and played it on a medieval flute so that we could hear sounds 
stretching back over half a millennium.   The talk ended but enthusiastic 
members wanted more and kept him engaged with questions while their 
tea brewed in the pot.   Michael and Dorothy   eagerly carried on showing 
the strange instruments off to the members who crowded around.   I 
wonder what King Henry would make of our modern electric sounds that 
we can produce now! 
 
Linda Allsop, 12th March 2018 
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http://www.faronel.co.uk   

http://www.faronel.co.uk/
http://www.faronel.co.uk
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FUTURE MEETINGS       PROGRAMME FOR 2018 

* Date to be confirmed 

 
Argos Hill Windmill     

Fri Apr 13th Argos Hill Windmill, past, present & future: 
Richard Howes. 

Fri May 11th Pinot to Phyteuma, the story of Rathfinny Wine Estate:  
Richard James. 

Fri Jun 8th AGM & Dinner: Ellie’s Little Kitchen.  

Jul / Aug     Outing: Argos Hill Windmill. * 

Fri Sep 14th Alstroemeria & UK Cut Flower Industry: Ben Cross. 

Fri Oct 12th   Honey Bees: Oliver St.John. 

Fri Nov 30th Social evening.  

https://historicengland.org.uk/
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Argos Hill Windmill  
 

BY 
 

Richard Howes 
 

Richard is a founding member of Argos Hill Windmill Trust and has been a 

trustee and director since its formation in 2010. He has had a life-long interest 

in windmills, sparked by a visit to Argos Hill mill at the tender age of two.  

He has travelled extensively to visit mills across the UK and around the 

world. Richard is a strong believer in the sensitive restoration of historic 

buildings and has been a member of the Society for the Protection of Ancient 

Buildings for almost twenty years. 

  

Friday 13th April 2018 

at 7.30pm 

East Hoathly Village Hall 
 

ADMISSION IS FREE TO MEMBERS 

VISITORS VERY WELCOME @ £4 
Toni Whewell 01825 872460  

http://www.argoshillwindmill.org.uk/
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DISCOVERING WINDMILLS – Chris Pellett 

 
Sussex and Kent had over 300 windmills recorded in 
photographs between 1850 & 1920, yet now only 50 
post mills survive in the whole of England. 
 
Although the Argos Hill windmill (built 1835) has 
plenty of unusual features it is, to the layman, a 
reasonably typical post mill and the 1824 East Hoathly 
mill that was in Mill Lane would have been similar: A 
handsome-looking white mill with a roundhouse, 
Sussex design fantail attached to the tailpole rather than to the steps and 
the recently invented (1807) Patent sails of William Cubbit, having leading 
boards extending their whole length. 
Both East Hoathly and Argos Hill replaced earlier mills on the same sites. 
 
The Holman family who were the original owners of the East Hoathly moved 
on to operate the (new?) Ringmer Mill on the Broyle in 1831. 
In 1836 East Hoathly mill suffered serious damage in what the Sussex 
Advertiser described as a 'Tremendous and Destructive Hurricane'. 
 
E Morris of Lewes (the foundry) seem to have bought the E. Hoathly mill in 
1841 and, after several millers they handled its sale when Stephen Doust 
was declared bankrupt in 1872. David Mercer a miller originally from 
Hurstmonceux but lately of Portslade then bought it. Caleb Woodham who 
owned the decaying North Street Mill at Hellingly took it on in 1882. Lewis 
Hampton (1887) and George Davis a miller from London (1890) both tried 
their luck but in December 1891 the East Hoathly mill suffered the same 
fate as its predecessor.  
Fire. 
No apparent cause for the fire, which destroyed the structure within two 
and a half hours, could be ascertained. At the time the mill was in use and 
in good condition; it is believed to have been insured. The blaze was said 
locally to have been started deliberately.   

Chris 
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 HALLAND & The Great British Spring Clean 2018  

 

 
Halland Volunteers    

This year, because of the weather, the Great British Spring Clean, a Keep 
Britain Tidy initiative, was extended to cover the whole of March.    
 
Well done to the Halland residents who have shown the way again with a 
wonderful spruce up of their village streets. 
 
Chiddingly did similarly at the beginning of March, Laughton Schoolchildren 
cleared their plot and Ripe and Chalvington Litterwatch held an event. 
 
Plenty of other volunteers did their bit and you may have noticed green bags 
filled with litter pickings along the A22. 
 
CHIDDINGLY ORAL HISTORY GROUP – The Ladies of Hale Farm 

 
Sue & David Burrough gave a lovely and illuminating talk about David’s 
aunts of Hale Farm at the Chiddingly Community Shop. 
So good that we have asked him to consider doing something similar for us. 
Subject to availability, he is hoping to enhance his talk by creating slides 

http://www.keepbritaintidy.org/get-involved/support-our-campaigns/great-british-spring-clean
https://www.facebook.com/HallandVillage/
http://www.chiddinglyshop.org/
https://www.facebook.com/HallandVillage/
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from some of the brilliant 
photographs shown to the 
Chiddingly oral history group. And so 
we are not including his write up in 
the newsletter at this time! 
 
Instead I am including the survey the 
Chiddingly Shop has running to find 
out how it can better serve the local 
community: 
 

1. How often do you visit Chiddingly Village Shop & Café? 

2. Do you live or work in the Chiddingly area? 

3. Which age demographic do you fall into? 

4. Are you currently involved in the shop as a volunteer, board member, 

shareholder or in another capacity? 

5. What are your main reasons for visiting Chiddingly Village Shop & 

Café? 

6. When you visit Chiddingly Shop & Café, how would you describe the 

atmosphere? 

7. How do you feel about the prices in the shop and café? 

8. Have you ever attended any of the activities/events at Chiddingly 

Village Shop and Café? 

9. What would encourage you to visit Chiddingly Village Shop & Café 

more often? 

10. Please add your own comments/ideas. Thank you 

 

You can answer this survey for Chiddingly Shop, or adapt it for East Hoathly 
Stores or whichever shop is most relevant to you. 

If you email your completed survey to ehdps@hotmail.co.uk we will 
forward it, anonymously if you want, to the applicable shops.   

David 

mailto:ehdps@hotmail.co.uk
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BLUEBELLS – Marian Salmon 

 

 

Chiddingly Bluebells 

Spring is here with daffodils out and bluebells growing fast, 

We are lucky that we have so many bluebells in our gardens and in the 
woodlands. For this reason we must protect our native species and dispose 
of the Spanish variety which have been taking over and hybridising with our 
native plants.  

Below is a quick check to help you differentiate between them; 

Where are the flowers? 
Spanish: Flowers around the stem    English: Flowers on one side of stem                

What colour is the pollen? 
Spanish: Blue or Green but not cream  English: Cream 

What colour are the flowers? 
Spanish: Pale to mid blue also often white or pink English: A deep violet Blue. A genetic mutation 

occasionally causes white flowers 

What are the flowers like? 
Spanish: Conical Bell shaped with open tips                 English: Narrow Bell shaped with rolled back tips 

Are the flowers scented? 
Spanish: No scent     English: Sweet Fragrance 

Do the stems nod or droop? 
Spanish: Stems are upright and                                     English: Distinctive droop like the top of  
don’t really droop  a shepherds crook 
 

https://www.woodlandtrust.org.uk/blog/2017/04/identify-bluebells-quiz/  

https://www.woodlandtrust.org.uk/blog/2017/04/identify-bluebells-quiz/
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            TREES IN WINTER by Leila Simpson  

  

Trees in Winter 
 

The great cherry tree once 
beautiful 

Now stands denuded like an 
amputee 

Its branches sawn and ugly 
Against the blue sky. 

In the eerie winter light 
Willows wave golden fronds 

Tracing the river banks 
Through the thundery sky 

The moon lights up the shapes 
Of convoluted oak branches 
Where gulls perch and call 

And bats silently glide 
Through darkened skies. 

L.S. 
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BEES of KEW GARDENS  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Bees of Kew   

http://shop.kew.org/media/catalog/product/cache/1/thumbnail/9df78eab33525d08d6e5fb8d27136e95/r/b/rbg_kew_bees_12518__ttowel_visual2-1_1.jpg
http://shop.kew.org/inspired-by-kew/collections/bee-collection
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Bumblebees are really amazing insects that benefit us all. They are fantastic 
to watch bumbling about in the garden and are a valued part of the Sussex 
landscape. But most importantly they are vital pollinators. 
 
Honey bees from a 40,000-strong colony produce the sound, light and a 
vibratory experience that you can experience inside the Hive displayed at 
Kew gardens.   
 
Solitary bees are wild bees that do not form colonies like bumblebees or 
honeybees. Instead of a queen that produces all the young, each female 
solitary bee has her own nest and lays her own eggs. 
They often go unnoticed but the vast majority of bees in Sussex are solitary. 
In fact we currently know of around 220 species of solitary bee in the UK, 
compared to only 24 bumblebee and 1 honeybee species! 
 
All bees are important and the Hive is an unforgettable way of learning how 
they thrive by working together, to appreciate their intelligence, and give 
them the respect that they deserve. 
 
Solitary bees are really important pollinators for a huge variety of our crops, 
including currants, strawberries, runner beans, broad beans, tomatoes as 
well as many other vegetables and soft fruits. 
 
The Hive at Kew is a unique, multi-sensory experience designed to highlight 
the extraordinary life of bees. A feat of British engineering, it stands 17 
metres tall, set in a wildflower meadow. 
  
http://shop.kew.org/inspired-by-kew/the-hive 
 
The Hive 
Kew Gardens  
 
 
 
 
 

http://shop.kew.org/inspired-by-kew/the-hive
http://shop.kew.org/inspired-by-kew/the-hive
https://www.kew.org/
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VERT WOODS COMMUNITY WOODLAND  - Sue Redshaw 

 

 

Vert Wood Discovery Trail    

On 6th March 2018, we planted a Legacy Tree with some of the children 
from Laughton School. The tree was donated by the Woodland Trust to 
commemorate the launching of the Charter for Trees, Woods and People 
launched on 6th November 2017, the 800th anniversary of the Charter of 
the Forest (1217). The tree is a Hornbeam and is located on what we plan 
will be the Children's Discovery Trail. 
 
It’s been very wet and - more recently - snowy in the woods. We’ve seen 
ponds and streams in areas we’ve never seen them in 10 years. Amazing 
that in a few months it will (hopefully) all be dry again. The snowy snap spell 
has been great visually. Mind your footing – lots of slippery patches. 
  
Friday 24th March saw two events: 
'What's that Bird?' walk in the morning and planting 375 trees in the 
afternoon. Phew - what a day! Thanks to Charlie Peverett for patient bird 
call guidance and Tom Ottoway for master-minding the planting. 
 
The next event is on Sunday 29th April: 
A Bluebell Walk and opening of the first signage in the woods.  
 
Sue Redshaw, Laughton Tree Warden 

https://vertwoods.co.uk/
https://treecharter.uk/
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And this is how we knew what we were planting! 
 

 

Woodland Trust Sapling Identification   

https://www.woodlandtrust.org.uk/
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WRAS - Trevor Weeks MBE 
 

Our first fox cub of the year is now with us. We 
took a call in the early morning regarding this 
youngster after it was found outside a property 
in Hastings. Rescuers attended on site and 
assessed the cub, who was very cold, 
dehydrated and had an empty belly. 
 
He was taken back to our orphan unit and 
placed in one of our brooders where Katie 
worked hard to get his temperature back up 
gently. He was given fluids and then once 
warmed moved on to puppy milk. 
 
Throughout the day he continued to perk up and Katie and Chris wanted to 
try and reunite it with his mum. Arriving back at the address just after 
9.30pm, the cub was put in a container with heat pads and the waiting game 
began. After seeing countless badgers but no foxes, just before 2am, the 
decision was made to bring him back in. 
 
Our orphan team leader, Katie, will now hand rear him and hopefully he will 
be joined by friends at some point soon. 

 
Mr Toad has returned home today! 
He came in with an incredibly nasty 
wound to his side that had caused 
his intestines to prolapse. He was 
brought in to the hospital where 
our care team gave first aid and 
managed to clean the wound and 
keep the intestines in place until he 
could be taken to the vets. 
 

Rescued Fox Cub 

Injured Toad 

https://www.facebook.com/wildlifeambulance/videos/1820781931300035/
http://wildlifeambulance.org/
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Chris Hall and his team and Henley House vets have done an incredible job 
of closing the wound. Thank you so much Henley House vets in Uckfield! 
 
After some recovery time and the wound healed nicely, he was taken back 
to where he was found this morning. 
 
 
We are in desperate need of volunteers for Tuesday evening feed and 
clean shift. The shift usually starts between 5-6pm and lasts 3-4 hours 
depending on how busy we are (and if you stop for a coffee and cake 
midway through the shift). 
 
All we really ask for is commitment. One shift, same day, each week. In 
return you can help us deal with the thousands of casualties that pass 
through our doors each year, make some new friends, human, spikey, furry 
and sometimes scaly, also you may get to experience the wonderful smell 
of fox poo first hand (you can’t beat it) 
 
Have a look on our page, watch the videos and if it’s for you, fill in a form 
online and I’ll get back to you pretty sharpish (we really need your help!!!) 
 
I look forward to welcoming you to the team! 
 
Trevor Weeks MBE 
 
 
CPRE 
 
Here at CPRE, we are keen to see much of the housing we need built on 
brownfield rather than greenfield land. Despite our research demonstrating 
that we have enough space for more than a million homes, the Government 
has often dismissed us, insisting that there is not as much brownfield land 
as we say. However, our latest analysis of government data shows we’re 
right... 

http://wildlifeambulance.org/how-you-can-help/volunteering/
https://www.cpre.org.uk/
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Brownfield First   

Our analysis of council data shows that there is enough space on brownfield 
land to build more than one million new homes – that’s more than five times 
the number predicted by the Government. Delving further, we found that 
more than two-thirds of these homes are deliverable within the next five 
years, and that many of these sites are in areas with a high need for housing. 
We need to be smart in our approach to build more housing and put 
#BrownfieldFirst. 
 
Most brownfield land is within urban areas that already have infrastructure, 
and where there is a higher demand for housing. The areas of England 
identified as having the highest number of potential “deliverable” homes 
include London, the North West and the South East with the new registers 
giving minimum housing estimates of 267,859, 160,785 and 132,263 
respectively. 
 In order to make best use of suitable brownfield land, CPRE calls on the 
Government to take the opportunity presented by the upcoming review of 
the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) to introduce a brownfield 
first approach to land release and granting planning permissions for 
development. Local authorities must be empowered to refuse planning 
permission for greenfield sites where there are suitable alternatives on 
brownfield land. 
  

http://www.cpre.org.uk/what-we-do/housing-and-planning/housing/brownfield-first
http://www.cpre.org.uk/what-we-do/housing-and-planning/housing/brownfield-first
http://www.cpre.org.uk/what-we-do/housing-and-planning/housing/brownfield-first
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HERON'S GHYLL RDA   

 
There are over 100 driving groups in this 
country. The aim is to provide the 
opportunity for disabled people to 
participate in this sport with great 
benefits for their health and well-being. 
It is almost impossible to put into words 
the profound and lasting benefits that 
this sporting therapy has brought to 
people. 
 
 Herons Ghyll Driving Group was started 
in 1985 with one elderly pony. At the 
present time we have 6 ponies, 2 belong 
to the group and 4 are privately owned 
and are very kindly loaned to the Group 
for its use. Without the ponies that are 
privately owned, and very kindly loaned 
to the group for its use, we really could not do the job properly. 
 
Currently we have about 16 members and a wonderful band of 31 helpers. 
Most of them meet up virtually every Thursday at Burchett’s Farm 
Whitesmith during the summer and, many volunteer their services at 
weekends as well when there is a show or competition to prepare for and 
attend. We always need volunteers to assist on meeting and show days. The 
fact is for each hors e/pony and carriage, known as a 'turnout', there has to 
be between five and six people to help every time a disabled person is 
loaded or unloaded. 
 
If you, or you know someone who, would be interested in helping please 
contact Pat Duke who is the Administrative Organiser Tel. 01825 841077 
  

RDA Burchetts Farm Whitesmith 

http://www.heronsghyll-rda.co.uk/
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PLANNING - Peter Brooke 

 
The East Hoathly and Halland Preservation Society was formed on the 3rd 
April 1964 to oppose ugly and unsuitable development because of the 
unfortunate example of the new terrace of houses at Ringmer. The Society 
then changed to East Hoathly and District Preservation Society as the 
membership changed. 
 The details of which are in the first minute book of the society located in 
the archives in the Russell Room. They felt they should monitor what was 
going on in EH and Halland. So initially the Society was concerned with 
planning applications and nothing else. 
 
Below is a summary of our submission to the Neighbourhood Planning 
Forum:  
 

WHAT ARE THE MOST IMPORTANT ISSUES FOR EAST HOATHLY & DISTRICT 
PRESERVATION SOCIETY REGARDING THE EAST HOATHLY AND HALLAND 
NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN? 
 
The importance of the historic cores of East Hoathly and Halland has long been 
recognised.  
Significantly, results from the Neighbourhood Plan visioning events held in January 
show that adjectives such as distinctive, historic, unique, safe, friendly and attractive 
are very important to local people. Essentially these reflect the value placed on the 
existing Conservation Areas plus the many listed buildings in the area and also the 
smaller communities and green spaces which surround the villages.  
 
KEY POINTS 
 
•Protect the conservation area: The historic and architectural heart of East Hoathly 
needs to be retained and where possible enhanced. It is this part of the village 
settlements that provide the uniqueness and sense of place 
•Context: The context of the Conservation Areas also needs to be protected, so 
consideration of how any new build relates to the existing historic centres is vital There 
are 33 listed buildings in the villages all listed Grade 2 or 2*.  
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•Views: In planning new developments the importance of views of major historic 
features needs to be recognised and incorporated into the planning and design 
process.  
•Design: The historic hearts of both East Hoathly and Halland have grown organically 
over centuries with buildings of many styles and forms contributing to a varied and 
attractive village landscape. Buildings with different roof heights, window detail and 
size sit happily together, though linked by a similarity of materials drawn from the local 
area - tiles, bricks and weatherboarding. 
• The policy for design of new buildings within the Neighbourhood Plan needs to take 
cues from the existing good quality buildings and varied architecture  
•The scale of new build housing is also an issue. The centres of East Hoathly and 
Halland grew slowly and this helps contribute to the diversity and interest found there. 
Consideration should be given as to whether the number of houses in any new 
development should be capped, so as to encourage diversity and phasing of 
development over the plan period. 
•East Hoathly and Halland are typified by many historic small alleys, twittens and lanes 
linking buildings and areas of each village. Similar pedestrian walkways need to be 
created in new housing developments to link to the historic core as well as providing 
safe, sustainable routes. 
•Protection of green spaces: The green feel of the cores of East Hoathly and Halland is 
a key feature.  
It is a major concern that many green field spaces have appeared as possible 
development sites on developer’s plans. Alternative green uses (e.g. community or 
open space, woodland, nature areas/reserves etc.) should be considered under the 
Neighbourhood Plan process. To lose these valuable green spaces to development 
would be extremely damaging for both villages - once developed they are lost. 
Special attention would need to be exercised in relation to existing important sites- 
Moat Wood, Parish Woodland, Long Pond and the Butterfly Reserves at Rowland/Vert 
Woods. 
 
CONCLUSION 
The points and caveats made in this submission are meant to be constructive and we 
would wish them to be included in any development policies within the 
Neighbourhood Plan.   
 
The East Hoathly and District Preservation Society is not against development per se 
as all settlements expand over time. However smaller villages need to grow organically 
and at a pace which protects the uniqueness and historical features which are valued 
by so many.  

PB on behalf of EHDPS March 2018 
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VILLAGE CONCERNS 
 

Village Concerns 
 
 As part of our continuing work to try and protect the wildlife and habitats 
in our Parish we are trying to focus on gathering information on those 
species that can be particularly helpful in influencing planning applications.  
We would like to record any sightings of Great Crested Newts (GCNs) and 
Bats.  The GCNs are most likely to still be hunkering down for their winter 
break but will emerge in the spring to return to their breeding ponds.  If you 
spot any or notice their eggs in ponds then please leave them undisturbed 
and let us know the date and location.  GCNs lay their eggs singly and they 
are usually attached to the underside of a leaf in the pond.  Take a 
photograph if possible.  Once you have spotted them you need to back off 
and leave them alone.  
 
There are bats all over the Parish 
but we would like to create a log of 
where they are spotted and more 
importantly where they roost.  We 
would like to establish a group of 
people who are willing to begin 
this process of recording what we 
have and then create a plan to 
protect them.   A bat detector is 
being obtained that will enable the 
individual species to be identified 
and the Sussex Bat Group has been 
contacted to ask for advice and to 
establish the protocols for carrying 
out a survey. 
 
Please contact Jonathan Walker (jonathan.walker42@icloud.com) if you 
would like to be part of the Bat Group and with any sightings of GCNs.  
 

Long Eared Bat 

http://villageconcerns2016.co.uk/home/
http://www.wildlifetrusts.org/species/great-crested-newt
http://www.sussexbatgroup.org.uk/
mailto:jonathan.walker42@icloud.com
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EAST HOATHLY WITH HALLAND PARISH COUNCIL - NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN   

 
Feria Urbanism 
 
Few will be unimpressed with the presentation by Feria at the meetings in 
January and March. 
 
The schedule is for a draft neighbourhood plan, currently being prepared to 
include the findings collected at these meetings and from the Parish Council 
working parties, to be presented to the Parish Council in September. 
 
The plan covers more than the planning of new housing development, it 
also makes provisions for the support and expansion of the economic and 
employment structure of the villages, including the significant agricultural 
based businesses in our rural area. 
The ideas will also take into account the preservation of the environment 
and green spaces, recreational facilities and additional community 
infrastructure which will enhance and maintain the community’s identity. 
As the Parish Council have to make decisions about the things that will be 
done in and for the Parish, they need to hear from you so they know what 
you would like them to do.    
 
PC “SURGERIES” 
If you have any questions that you would like to discuss informally please 
come along to a PC surgery. 
East Hoathly: Kings Head, East Hoathly from 8 to 8.30pm. Ask for Cllr 
Jonathan Ritchie or Cllr Tony Pope. Second Thursday of each month. 
Halland: Halland Forge 7pm, Third Monday of each month. 

 

East Hoathly and Halland Parish Council, Neighbourhood Plan Working 
Group Email address: ehwhnp@gmail.com 
Parish Council Email address: easthoathlywithhallandpc@gmail.com 
Parish website: www.easthoathlywithhalland.org.uk 
  

mailto:ehwhnp@gmail.com
mailto:easthoathlywithhallandpc@gmail.com
http://www.easthoathlywithhalland.org.uk/
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LISTED BUILDINGS 
 

William Morris said “We are 
only trustees [of buildings] for 
those that come after us”. His 
words are as true today as 
they were in 1896 and they 
chime with the sentiments of 
many who recognise the roots 
of our communities. 
 

Village Concerns and the Save 
the Foresters team applied to 

Historic England for the Foresters to be listed and were successful. 
The Foresters Arms public house, 6 South Street, East Hoathly is now listed 
at Grade II for the following principal reasons: 

Architectural interest: 
* For the high rate of survival of the original plan-form and fabric dating to 
the latter half of the C18; 
* For the survival of C18 fixtures and fittings including broad floorboards at 
attic level and several plank and batten doors with their iron strap hinges 
and latches complimented by late-C19 pub fittings such as the Art Nouveau 
style fireplace and the repositioned bar back shelving; 
* As a distinctive example of later C18 vernacular building traditions in 
Sussex; 
Historic interest: 
* The historic core constitutes a rare example of a semi-detached pair of 
cottages from the later C18, the original plan-form of which remains legible 
despite its conversion in the mid-C19; 
* As a particularly clear example of the way many simple domestic buildings 
were converted to serve beer in the wake of the 1830 Beer Act; 
* For the survival of key elements of each phase of the building’s expansion, 
which clearly demonstrate how the public house evolved over time to meet 
changing commercial demands.  

Foresters Chris Young EH&DPS 
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SUSSEX WILDLIFE TRUST 
 

 

Nature Street Initiative 

Planning 
 
Badly planned developments can be very damaging to wildlife, whilst truly 
sustainable development can help protect, enhance and create valuable 
wildlife habitats. With development pressure increasing in Sussex, we are 
working to make sure that biodiversity is properly considered within the 
planning system. 
 
The Sussex Wildlife Trust gives wildlife a voice by... 
Engaging positively with strategic planning processes to make sure 
documents such as Local Plans include appropriate policies to protect and 
enhance wildlife. 
Commenting on planning applications where there is potential for 
significant impacts on wildlife, in particular on our nature reserves and 
other important wildlife sites. 
Offering advice to people to help them get involved in the planning process 
and make sure development in their local area is sustainable and protects 
local wildlife. 
 
Meanwhile 
 
Gardens often have multiple uses from somewhere to relax, hang washing 
and have BBQs, to a football pitch or adventure playground for your 
children. Your garden is a personal place to express your own individual 
style and tastes, and gardening for wildlife doesn't need to compromise this. 

https://sussexwildlifetrust.org.uk/discover/in-your-garden/article/138
https://sussexwildlifetrust.org.uk/
https://sussexwildlifetrust.org.uk/discover/in-your-garden/article/138
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The Twelve principles of Nature Street: 
 

1. Don't try to do everything, everywhere, all of the time 

2. Link habitats within your garden and to your neighbours’ gardens and 
the wider countryside. 

3. Be sympathetic to your surroundings. Consider the habitats around 
you and the way your garden could enhance or negatively impact them 

4. Boundaries between different habitats are often very rich in wildlife 
making these boundaries larger in gardens increases biodiversity. 

5. Aim for variety in structure rather than a uniform space. 

6. Think long term and support lifecycles. Consider what food plants 
different caterpillars need, as well providing nectar for the adult 
butterflies. 

7. Plants are not just useful for day flying insects. Night scented plants 
offer the chance to attract night flying insects such as moths 

8. Don’t feel that your space is too small to be valuable to wildlife, 
outdoor space of any size or shape has the potential to contribute. 
Vertical surfaces, textured walls, even bin stores and shed roofs all can 
be used to create extra habitat. 

9. Natural habitat is always better in gardens then artificial homes, but if 
you do go for a man-made home, think about whether the wildlife has 
access to food, drink and bedding material. 

10. Management with wildlife in mind. Think about whether the work 
you’re doing will disturb wildlife. 

11. Reuse, recycle and be a responsible shopper. Choose plants that 
benefit the environment, avoid peat based products, re-use water from 
roofs for watering plants, and add a compost heap to your garden. 

12. Notice what you see. It is vital that we continue to record the species 
and habitats found in Sussex so that we can understand how wildlife is 
being affected by human activity. 
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BOOKS, PHOTOS & DOCUMENTS - Chris 
 

You Can Help: 
The archives of the society are disappointingly small.  
If you have any photos of events or scenes from the various villages that 
make up our community we would love to borrow and scan them. 
Any old documents found in the loft? 
If you have memories of how things used to be, please write them down. 
Who remembers the Carey’s bungalow at the bottom of East Hoathly 
playing fields? 
Who remembers Aeroservices Engineering in the Mews? or when Ivy House 
was still there? 
  
Same goes for Halland, Waldron, Laughton and Chiddingly. 
 

 
Archive Image     

 
How about the Raystede Ark? 
 
Very pleased to be thanking Vanessa Bushell and son James for keeping an 
eye out for articles in the Sussex Express. There will be a small display at this 
year’s social and gradually it will build into a future record and picture of 
the vibrancy of our community over the years.  
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BUTTERFLY CONSERVATION SUSSEX BRANCH  
 

Rowland Wood and Park Corner Heath 

 
Rowland Wood     

After a frosty a start the work party held at the BC Rowland Wood reserve 
on 28 December was blessed with wall-to-wall sunshine. A huge amount of 
work was performed in two areas, including the new birch coppice coupe. 
The winter working parties have continued here in January, February and 
March felling small and medium sized trees, dragging and burning up brash, 
then finally renovating the visitors shed and clearing rubbish from the 
reserve, ready for the springtime Brimstones.  
Red Admirals, Small tortoiseshells and Peacocks have already been out on 
sunny days. 
 
WOODLAND TRUST 

 
Ancient woodland is just one step away from gaining the protection it needs 
and deserves. 
At last! Following a Government review of the National Planning Policy 
Framework (NPPF), changes have been proposed to planning policy that 
could give ancient woodland better protection from development. Your 
support could make these proposals reality and have an immediate impact 
on England’s oldest woodland habitats. 

https://butterfly-conservation.org/2401-1942/rowland-wood-east-sussex.html
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For years, England’s precious ancient woods have been exposed to a 
devastating loophole in planning policy. But new wording put forward by 
the Government would result in fewer threats, if accepted.  
 

 
I     Isfield Tree - Pellett 

It’s crucial that we can show the public agrees with improving protection - 
especially because some developers and consultants knowingly push 
forward applications that will damage ancient woods. They will resist this 
change. We need you to show your support for the new wording. 
It’s good news for ancient woodland. 
But ancient trees, individually, have been left out in the cold. 
Our most valuable trees would no longer be considered ‘irreplaceable’ 
habitat. We’re extremely alarmed to see this. Until now, the NPPF has 
afforded equal consideration to ancient woods and to ancient trees – and 
rightly so. But they would actually have less protection than ancient woods 
in future. We need your help to make sure this does not happen.  
Stand up for ancient trees. 
A consultation is open until 10 May. Please take this chance to support the 
new wording around ancient woodland, and add your weight behind our 
concerns for ancient trees. 
You can respond to the consultation using our simple form and include your 
own views too. 

HAVE YOUR SAY 

http://www.woodlandtrust.org.uk   

https://campaigns.woodlandtrust.org.uk/page/20990/action/1?_ga=2.14514295.1114744522.1522444971-913513213.1491237914
https://campaigns.woodlandtrust.org.uk/page/20990/action/1?_ga=2.14514295.1114744522.1522444971-913513213.1491237914
http://www.woodlandtrust.org.uk/about-us/ancient-woodland-restoration/
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John Deane’s MID WEEK WALKS & MORE   

 

RIGHTS OF WAY REPORT 

 
ESCC RoW Map 

 
At long last an official diversion to the footpath #20 across Blackberry Farm 
has been agreed and a board indicating the route is displayed by the bridge 
approached from Martinland Wood. The signs are fairly easy to follow until 
you get close to the small field which takes you out to the fourth stile up 
from the A22 on #18b footpath. 
The diversion is marked in red on the map above. 
Currently there is not a board showing how to get onto the #20 footpath 
from the A22 end or that fourth stile. 
 
Obviously Blackberry Farm aren’t encouraging walkers across their land.  
  
For mid-week walks, to report difficulties with footpaths to the Parish 
Council or to help assist John’s faithful Rights of Way group keep our 
footpaths and byways in good order call John Deane on 01825 841385 or at      
dixiewalks@hotmail.com  

mailto:dixiewalks@hotmail.com
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EAST HOATHLY BIRDS – Fred Carter 

 
 

The Robin 
 
Britain`s national bird. Its popularity 
stems largely from tameness, birds 
regularly feed at gardeners feet and are 
easily tamed to enter houses or peck from 
the hand!  
 
Nevertheless, through much of its 
territory it is a shy woodland bird, better 
known for its ticking alarm call. However, strongly aggressive males attack 
ferociously, the fluffed out red breast is used in threat by both sexes, as 
female too hold territories in winter and also sing! 
 
It is very much a bird of the undergrowth, but can be seen perching 
anywhere in the open, darting across lawns in lively hops. Though friendly 
to man, it is extremely bold and pugnacious towards other birds, particularly 
other Robins. 
 
Notorious for choosing strange nesting sites in houses and gardens. Robins 
may use open fronted nest boxes. Naturally their nests are cleverly 
concealed in banks or trees, with thick foundations of leaves. Five or six 
creamy, rust specked eggs are laid. The red breast develops through the first 
summer, equipping the bird for staking its claim to winter territory. 
The birds are well documented through the ages!  
 
John Lilys “poor Robin red breast” tuned his note at the end of the 16th 
century, about the time of Shakespeare`s assertion in “The Gentlemen of 
Verona. That you know you are in love if you relish a love song, like a Robin 
red breast.” 
 

Robin - Pellett 
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A tale of the Babes in the Wood survives still in Pantomime, except the sad 
ending is reversed through their rescue by another inhabitant of folk lore, 
Robin Hood. One Robin obviates the leafy burial service of another!  
 
A more politically undertaker’s role was assumed by an anonymous Robin 
in 1695, when it flew into Westminster Abbey and perched on the 
catafalque of Queen Mary. It returned day after day as she lay in state!  
 
In the Jacobean play of blood and thunder, The White Devil, there is a 
strange song, akin to Ophelia`s in Hamlet, which begins;  
 
Call for the Robin redbreast, and 
the wren, 
Since o`err shady groves they 
hover. 
And with leaves and flowers do 
cover 
The friendless bodies of unburied 
men. 

 
 

More EAST HOATHLY BIRDS – More Fred Carter 

 

 Spring begins in Sussex on the 14th April, on which 
date the Old Woman lets the Cuckoo out of her 
basket at Heathfield Fair 

The Cuckoo 
 
Much celebrated in legend, verse and song and 
generally welcomed as one of the harbingers of 
spring, the Cuckoo has a number of unendearing 
habits and is not popular with other birds, and 

perhaps to men!  
 

Fred 

Heathfield Village Sign 
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In Othello the cuckoo is mocking married men who are no longer free and 
single. They are thus unable to choose freely from the available women. He 
is also hinting that some men may find themselves cuckolded in the spring. 
Even worse, he fears his wife will bear another child by another man and 
spend the rest of his life rearing that child and passing on his money! 
Shakespeare has much to answer for, while Desdemona is completely 
innocent! The word “Cuckold” in fact alludes to the habit of the cuckoo bird, 
which lays its eggs in another birds nest., so that bird goes to the trouble of 
hatching the Cuckoo`s eggs and raising the cuckoo`s chicks. But all is not 
well with the Cuckoo. Numbers are down. Since the 1980`s the number of 
Cuckoo`s has been in decline. This may be because the populations of other 
species, such as Dunnock and Meadow Pipit have also declined. The Cuckoo 
is now red listed. There are many organisations looking at ways to establish 
exactly what the problem is. 
On a lighter note, spring is an excellent time to ruffle through Shakespeare`s 
Love`s Labors Lost.       
From “spring” in Love’s Labors Lost by William Shakespeare (1564-1616) 
“When daisies pied and violets blue 
And lady-smocks all silver-white 
And cuckoo-buds of yellow hue 
Do paint the meadows with delight, 
The cuckoo then, on every tree, 
Mocks married men; for thus sings he, 
Cuckoo; 
Cuckoo, cuckoo: Oh word of fear, 
Unpleasing to a married ear!". 
 
The Fool in King Lear remarks, 
 
The hedge sparrow fed the cuckoo so long, 
That it had its head bit off by its young 
 
The cuckoo, nevertheless, has its useful side; it consumes many harmful 
insects, including `hairy` ones that that are mostly rejected by other birds. 
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RECENT WALKS by Chris & Jenny Pellett 

 
BLACKBOYS – January 21st   

 

The intended walk we will save for another occasion. 
The Blackboys Inn, as always served us a marvellous warming roast but the 
accompanying torrential rain convinced us that a circuit of the Woodland 
Trust Kiln Wood reserve would be sufficient should the rain ease off. 
And it did.   
It was cold, wet and grubby with only a promise of spring growth, the 
ground was mud. The water was orange proving the iron deposits, the 
wealth of its past, were not forgotten. The black boys however, as the men 
who burnt the charcoal and worked the kilns were known, remain only as 
the name of the Inn. 
Roll on summer! 
 
RINGMER – February 18th  

 

  
Ringmer   

With a chill in the air and the still short days of February, the thought of 
negotiating the slopes of Malling Hill was slightly less attractive than the 
idea of following the lower and more ancient path that Thomas Turner 
would possibly have taken to visit his future wife Mary Hicks at Malling. 

http://www.theblackboys.co.uk/
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We were delighted to be joined by new society members Robin and 
Josephine as we slipped and slid our way across the water logged fields from 
Ringmer churchyard towards Upper Stoneham. For the return we took the 
cyclepath back to New Road and Gote Lane before returning to the Anchor 
and a much needed drink. 

 
WILMINGTON – March 18th  
 

 
The 1600 year old Yew in Wilmington Churchyard    

 
It’s impossible to relate the many different stories about the Sussex Giant 
or Long Man of Wilmington but on the cold Sunday of our walk it presented 
itself in perhaps its truest form: Its modern white blocks were not too 
prominent. Its C19th sunken turf outline was faintly discernible. His feet 
were not unbalanced, his staves remain unexplained, his former helmet was 
imaginable, his purpose unknown.   His presence overwhelming. 
 
Wilmington has Anglo-Saxon origins. We walked past the later but still 
ancient thatched Chantry cottage but failed to notice the carved head above 
the door – a caricature of a former clergyman. The cottage was once a 
school where unruly boys would be tied to a beam and threatened with a 
visit from the blacksmith to pull out their teeth with his tongs! 
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INTERESTING INSECTS - SUSSEX STAG BEETLE INITIATIVE 

 

Help save the UK’s 
largest land beetle 
by recording your 

sightings. 
 
2015 saw 5,796 
recorded stag 
beetle sightings, 

most in the SE, 901 
sightings in Hampshire but only 9 in east sussex.  
Laura Bower, Conservation Officer at People’s Trust for Endangered Species 
says: “Now is the right time of year for people to start recording sightings 
of stag beetles, as they emerge from mid-May onwards.  
www.stagbeetlemonitoring.org  for more information  
Can you spare half an hour a week this summer to help us look for stag 
beetles in Sussex? 
 
There are no set rules for the Great Stag Hunt, just simply record any 
sightings of stag beetles online at www.ptes.org/stagbeetles, which will 
help PTES’ wider conservation strategy. 
 
The stag beetle is the UK's largest beetle. With their massive antler-like jaws 
and reddish-brown bodies, male Stag Beetles are unmistakable. Females 
have much smaller jaws and reddish brown wing cases. 
The larvae depend on old trees and rotting wood to live in and feed on, and 
can take up to six years to develop before they pupate and turn into adults. 
The adults have a much shorter lifespan: they emerge in May with the sole 
purpose of mating, and die in August once the eggs have been laid in a 
suitable piece of decaying wood. Look for the adults on balmy summer 
evenings, when the males fly in search of mates. Once the male has found 
a mate, he displays his famously massive, antler-like jaws to her, and uses 
them to fight off rival males, in a similar fashion to deer. 
 

Sussex Stag Beetle Initiative 

https://ptes.org/
https://www.stagbeetlemonitoring.org/www.stagbeetlemonitoring.org
https://www.facebook.com/StagBeetleInitiative/
https://www.facebook.com/StagBeetleInitiative/
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Don't be too tidy 
The greatest threat to stag beetles is loss of the deadwood habitat where 
they live as grubs. So if you have a garden, leave some rotting logs in a quiet 
spot and who knows you may get a visit from this gentle giant. 
 
So. 
Leave dead wood. 
Leave old stumps alone. Female stags lay their eggs in rotting log piles and 
the roots of various rotten trees. Leave fallen trees in large pieces in contact 
with the soil so that the wood remains moist and is able to rot. Don’t 
remove tree stumps if you are cutting down a dead, unsafe tree. And please 
don’t burn the dead wood. 
Try to avoid decking your garden as it blocks potential nesting sites. 
Buy untreated woodchip and mulch which can also provide ideal habitat for 
females to lay their eggs in and a food supply for the larvae. 
Protect them from dangers. 
Be alert for predators. Try and scare magpies away and keep your own pets 
indoors during the evenings when stag beetles are flying and vulnerable. 
Cover water butts and also provide an access out  of ponds for beetles such 
as a small plank. If you see a dead-looking beetle in water please take it out 
– they often revive! 
Don’t mow your lawn in large areas during 
the period the beetles are emerging. 
Record stag beetles 
Take part in our annual Great Stag Hunt 
survey. 
 
If you have to move stag beetles… 
The best thing to do is to leave it alone, 
unless it’s in immediate danger from predators or drowning. 
When gardening, if you dig up a stag beetle larva (grub) please return it to 
where you found it and replace the soil and rotting wood. 
If it’s not possible to leave them there, please dig a hole in a quiet corner of 
your garden and put them in together with some of the rotting wood from 
their original site. Cover loosely with soil. 

Stag Beetle Larvae 

https://ptes.org/get-involved/surveys/garden/great-stag-hunt/stag-hunt-survey/
https://ptes.org/get-involved/surveys/garden/great-stag-hunt/stag-hunt-survey/
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2018 WALKS  

 

 
March Walk 2010 

PROPOSED WALKS FOR 2018 
Usually start at 2pm after lunch in the designated pub 
 

SUNDAY 15TH APRIL Bates Green Farm, Arlington* 

SUNDAY 20TH MAY Middle House, Mayfield 

SUNDAY 24TH JUNE Eight Bells, Jevington 

SUNDAY 15TH JULY The Gun, Chiddingly 

SUNDAY 19TH AUGUST The Crown, Newick 

SUNDAY 16TH SEPTEMBER Rathfinney Estate, Alfriston 

SUNDAY 21ST OCTOBER The New Inn, Hadlow Down 

SUNDAY 18TH NOVEMBER Reading Room Pop-up Pub, Glynde 

SUNDAY 16TH DECEMBER Crockstead Hotel, Halland 

   
*There is an entry charge for this walk, proceeds to charity 
 
Times and details may change but put the dates in your diary 
CONTACT CHRIS & JENNY PELLETT 01825 872830 
EVERYONE WELCOME   

https://www.bluebellwalk.co.uk/
mailto:ctpellett@yahoo.co.uk
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EDITORS NOTES – Chris Pellett 
 

 
Pellett 

Big Thanks to the contributors. 
There were more articles than space for this Spring newsletter! 
The PDF copy emailed to you is full of links to explore on a wet day, all of 
which have been checked and are interesting.  
I hope you are pleased with the booklet style and it is not creating to many 
problems if you print it off. – I do have a long arm stapler if anyone needs 
it! 
It’s wonderful to be able to report on the work of charities such as the RDA,  
WRAS and Sx Butterfly Conservation from right on our doorstep. We are 
very lucky to have so much enviromental wealth and heritage in our 
communities and I just find it astonishing how the higher levels of 
government can be so oblivious to it and its importance. 
Hopefully the voice of Village Concerns, the PC, the Neighbourhood Plan 
and the many individuals that volunteer their time and expertise will guide 
the authorities in the right direction for our communities’ future wellbeing.  
The Summer Newsletter should appear at the beginning of July so 
contributions are needed by June 11th. 
 
 
  Chris  
 

http://www.easthoathlypreservation.org.uk/
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